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PREVIOUS BLOCKS 

 The first build was based on a 3970010  10/20 

casting.  No expense was spared in the prepping of that 

block.  It was sonic tested, magna fluxed and thoroughly 

cleaned and inspected before any plans were made.  The 

block was the best stock casting I’ve ever see, with over 

0.200” thick cylinder walls at the thinnest point and 

virtually no core shift. 

 With 200 hp of nitrous, and a lot of money in 

the reciprocating assembly, the block was the weak link 

apparently.  A loss of power and coolant in the oil made 

me tear it down.  In the lifter valley, the right bank of 

cylinders had a crack about ¾ of length of the block.  The 

block sonic tested plenty thick there.  Since the crack was 

right at the depth on the head studs, it was obvious that 

extreme cylinder pressure killed the block. 

 The second build was the first turbo engine, I 

decided to lay low on the nitrous for a while and try 

something different (back then is was different).  A found 

another 3970010  10/20 casting and put it through all the 

same tests and it passed. 

 Once the engine was all together, it ran great for 

a few weeks, and then the coolant in the oil came back.  

This time, there was no loss of power though, so I was 

hoping it was a simple problem.  When I tore it down, 

there was a small crack in the oil pan rail going into the 

water jacket.  After closer inspection, I found out what 

happened.  GM drilled the coolant drain plug hole too 

deep on that side.  It wasn’t a problem until I ground the 

pan rails for clearance for the stroker reciprocating 

assembly.  My grinding made the drill point spot very 

thin. 

 Fixing that block was very possible, the material 

was thick, a simple pipe plug installed and the ground 

would have worked fine, but I felt it was time to make 

some real power and push the limits of a stock block 

anyway.  Better safe than sorry, so I looked into other 

options. 

CURRENT BLOCK 

 I chose a World Castings Motown block for the 

current build for many reasons.  At a 4.040” bore my 

cylinder walls are over ½” thick.  That’s bullet proof and 

also makes for great cooling.  It also has priority main 

oiling, solid oil pan rails, extra thick decks, and many 

other features that stock blocks just don’t have. 

 I stayed with 385 cubic inches since my 

expensive rotating assembly was still perfect, but the 

next build will be bigger.  This block can safely go to a 

4.200” bore.  That means I can go to 415 cubic inches 

with just boring.  Add a 4.125” stroke crank l and have a 

457 cubic inch small-block.  My next build will most likely 

be a stock 4.125” 400 bore to leave room for another 

build or two on this block.  I have no idea what stroke I’ll 

use, but I can say that the engine will be bigger than 400 

cubic inches.   

PISTON & ROD SELECTION 

 The pistons are JE custom forgings with a 31 cc 

reversed dome that will bring my compression to 8.41:1 

with the 0.039" compressed thickness of the gaskets and 

the 68 cc combustion chambers.  Once the block was 

final honed (to 0.005” piston-to-wall clearance), I then 

could start clearancing the block.  I need to make room 

for the longer 3.75" stroke and bulky Eagle ESP rods.  I 

wanted 6" rods, but there was no room for the dish to 

lower the compression, even with the extra 0.3" of room 

with the 5.7" rods, a 31 cc dish was the limit, so it was a 

compromise there. 

 The pistons have a low top ring placement to 

give the top ring land enough strength to handle the 

loads of nitrous and boost.  The rings are noting special, I 

used regular Plasma Moly rings. 

 The wrist pins are the standard JE heavy duty 

pins and I upgraded to the lock wire retainers.  

Lightweight pins will help very little at the rpm that this 
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engine will see and with the low-end torque it will be 

making, strength is much more important. 

 I used an H-beam rod because they are stronger 

in a low RPM high torque engine.  In a high RPM engine, 

you need a rod with good tensile strength.  Tensile 

strength is most affected by the material and cross-

section.  Shape has very little to do with tensile strength.  

Nitrous oxide and turbo boost wall place huge 

compressive loads on the rods.  In compression the 

shape of the rod has a lot to do with its strength.  An H-

beam resists bending better than an I-beam, making 

them the better choice for my application. 

ROD & MAIN CLEARANCES 

 There’s no need to rev this engine high, so 

bearing clearances did not have to be very loose.  For the 

rods I went with 0.002”, which needed 0.0005” over 

bearings to get, and 0.00225” for the mains.  This is 

plenty of clearance with 5w30 oil.  The ESP crank needed 

chamfered bearings to clear the extra large fillets. 

 The rod side clearances all fell in at 0.019”, 

which was right in the middle of the recommended 

range.  Side clearances are not a problem very often, 

which is good, because they are not easy to fix. 

 

To check side clearance of the rods, simply push them 

apart and use a feeler gauge between them. 

 I went with bushed small ends to run full 

floating pins.  Press fit pins in a high HP forced induction 

and/or nitrous engine would need at least 0.0005” more 

clearance so they don’t gall when the pistons arc with 

the higher temperatures and pressures.  Full floating pins 

have no such issues and are easier to assemble and 

disassemble. 

 Thrust clearance is important, especially if you 

plan on using a manual transmission.  To check thrust 

clearance, you want to install the crank and torque the 

main caps.  Then loosen the cap with the thrust bearing 

(which was the rear one for me) and just snug the bolts, 

take a block of wood and a hand sledge and smack the 

crack forward and then back.  Re-torque the cap and 

check clearance by prying the crank toward the front or 

rear using a feeler gauge to check the gap. 

 Generally the gap will be on the tight side, too 

wide is generally a poorly machined crank and I have only 

run into it a few times.  You can increase the gap slightly 

by dragging the bearing across 1000 grit sandpaper on a 

very level surface.  Use a good mic or dial calipers to 

check for size and taper.  Both bearing halves need to be 

the same width without taper.  When using quality parts, 

thrust clearance is usually not an issue. 

CLEARANCING 

 The Motown block didn’t need nearly as much 

grinding as the stock blocks, but some was needed.  I 

used ESP H-Beam rods that have a low bolt location for 

extra cam clearance in stroker engines.  A lower bolt 

location means they need more room at the bottoms of 

the bores and oil pan rails.  The oil pan gasket needed 

small notched as well to clear the rods. 

This was what was required to get 0.050” clearance.  

Anyone who has built a stroker should see this as about 

par for the course.  The Motown block already had 

notches, so all I had to do was make them bigger. 



 

The notch under cylinder 7 needed the most grinding.  

Once everything fit, the oil pan gasket also had to be 

notched.  The pan did not need any modifications 

(other than turbo drain fittings. 

 Stock rods usually need to be ground around the 

bolt head area when a 5.7” rod and 3.75” stroke are used 

together, but my rods were designed with strokers in 

mind, so no such problems came about.  I have had 

issues in the past that required turning the 

counterweights to get piston-to-counterweight 

clearance, but not this time.  Everything fit without 

problems. 

 I used to do a lot of work on stock rods.  It is still 

an option, but a lot of work and time can go into stock 

rods, just to make them almost as good as a cheap set of 

aftermarket rods these days. Prepping stock rods is 

becoming a lost art in any race class that allows 

aftermarket rods to be used. 

 

This is an area often overlooked.  It is important to 

check clearance here when changing and mixing 

aftermarket pistons cranks & rods. 

 

A dial indicator and lightweight checking springs will 

easily locate and tell you the minimum piston-to-valve 

clearance. 

 Piston-to-valve clearance can be a real big 

problem.  If it is not checked now, you will either have to 

pull the lower-end apart later to modify your pistons, 

which will ruin your balance job as well, or rethink your 

cam selection.  Neither of those two options are good 

ones.  You can use the clay or dial indicator method, 

anything to tell you how much clearance you have. 

 It is smart to check clearance during a mock up 

before the lower end is balanced.  You can modify your 

pistons now for a lot cheaper than doing it after the 

bottom-end is fully assembled.  As a general rule, you 

want at least 0.100” clearance on the exhaust valve and 

nor less than 0.080” on the intakes.  I have run tighter, 

every engine combination will be different, but you’ll be 

safe at 0.100” and 0.080”.  I have a lot more than the 

minimums, so I did not have to cut the valve pockets any 

deeper. 

CRANKSHAFT 

 I settled on an Eagle Forging, I could have gone 

with the stock 3.48" stroke and made more room for 

longer rods, but the extra cubes will really help power 

before the turbo's come on, so I decided to go the 

stroker route.  A 3.75" crank with the 0.040" over bore 

will make 385 cubic inches.  I think that this will make 

more power than a smaller 358 cubic inch engine with a 

better rod/stroke ratio. 

 There are a few things I like to do to a crank 

before I use it.  One is to grind off any useless metal.  

Most cranks have a lot of metal around the center two 



throws that is just along for the ride and serves no 

strengthening purpose at all. 

 

These areas can be ground down as shown without 

sacrificing any strength at all, which lightens the crank, 

making is easier to accelerate.  This crank was a little 

over 6 lbs. lighter after it was balanced and ready to 

install. 

 It is also possible to lighten the crank by drilling 

3/4" holes through the journals.  You must drill them off 

center to avoid breaking into the oil passage. This will 

also help reduce the chances of need heavy metal when 

you balance the assembly. 

 Drilling the journals will allow you to take the 

same amount of weight off the counterweights; this 

along with removing any extra metal on the crank can 

take about 6 lbs. off a typical small-block crank. 

 

You can see the notch machined in the flywheel flange 

to get access to the rear journal for drilling.  

 Spending all this time just to lose 6 lbs. may 

seem like a wasted effort, but it’s not.  The engine must 

not only accelerate the crank in rotation, but also 

forward.  In first gear it must accelerate it much faster 

than top gear.  My car has a 3.28:1 first gear ratio and a 

3.50:1 rear gear, making an 11.48:1 final drive ratio on 

the launch (the most import part of a drag race).  Taking 

6 lbs. off the crank is like losing almost 70 lbs from the 

car in fist gear.  That does not take into account polar 

moment of inertia, which would show even more gains 

because the majority of the weight was taken off the 

counterweights and rod journals, not near the crank 

centerline. 

 Before any work was done, the crank was 

checked for straightness.  I have seen new cranks bent so 

just because it’s new, doesn’t mean it’s good.  Always 

check new parts.  The crank was also stress relieved, shot 

pended and nitrided after all machining was done. 

 

Checking crank run out is a simple, yet very important 

step.  All you need is a dial indicator and your block 

with the front and rear upper bearing halves installed. 

 If your crank is bent, all is not lost.  Minor bends 

can be fixed quite easily.  A crank is actually a very 

flexible piece.  I do not recommend trying this unless you 

know what you're doing, but I'll tell you how it's done, so 

you know what to expect.  This is an area where a bad 

machine shop can take advantage of you or sell you a 

new crank when you don’t need one. 

 First you need to find out which way it is bent 

and set it up in a press to counter that.  You should 

support the crank on the front and rear journals with 

wooden V blocks to avoid hurting the journals. You will 

need to put pressure on the center journal (again with a 

wooden V block or something that will not hurt it).  Also 

set up a dial indicator to see how much you are flexing it. 

Flex the crank about 0.002" more than it will need to go 

and hold it there.  You then take a lead or brass hammer 

and strike a counter weight. The shock of the hammer 



will make the crank yield.  Put the crank back in the block 

and check run out again. You will be very surprised how 

flexible cranks really are.  Start off with light pressure and 

small hits until you get a feel for it.  All in all, it's a very 

easy job that can actually be done in the average 

mechanics garage. 

OILING SYSTEM 

 The Motown block has an improved oiling 

system, but that doesn’t mean that there is no room for 

improvement.  Any block has a combination of cast in 

cavities connected by drilled ports.  The goal is for the oil 

to flow with as little restriction as possible. 

 The oil pump can be slightly improved by give 

the discharge port a radius to reduce restriction.  The 

rear main cap is the next problem area.  There is a 

shallow recess that the oil must travel through, and 

around the mounting bolt, before entering a drilled port 

that has sharp angle.  Making the recess deeper and 

giving a generous radius into the port helps oil flow. 

 

Typical Small-block Chevy engines can use some work 

on the rear main cap to help oil flow… 

 The oil filter boss can be touched up a bit; there 

are drilled passages to and from it that could use radii.  

Don’t forget about the oil filter adapter either, whether it 

is stock or aftermarket, it probably could use some 

attention.  Any passage that oil flows through should be 

as smooth as possible to limit any restrictions.  Be sure to 

clean the block thoroughly, before any assembly is done, 

even if it is mock fit.  Grinding can damage parts easily, 

don’t risk it. 

 

 

…the oil pump has the same problem.  Even expensive 

aftermarket pumps, like this Melling unit, have the 

discharge port drilled leaving sharp edges. 

 I rarely use a high pressure or a high volume oil 

pump, even for all out race engines.  High pressure 

pumps are only needed in high rpm applications.  Look at 

it this way, a typical stock small-block Chevy pump takes 

about 40 hp at 5000 rpm.  A high volume/high pressure 

pump can suck up over 60 hp.  For this engine I did run a 

high volume pump with a 60 psi relief valve.  The only 

reason I am using a high volume pump is because I have 

two turbochargers that need to get fed oil.  If this engine 

was normally aspirated or supercharged, I would not 

have.  The stock oiling system on a small-block Chevy is 

very good in stock form.  The Motown system is even 

better.  These minor improvements help make it even 

better, but don’t try and reinvent the wheel here.  The 

goal is just to get a little better oil flow without adding 

the extra parasitic power loss of a larger pump. 

 

I ground this remote filter adapter as shown to help 

reduce flow restrictions. 



 I didn’t do anything fancy with the oil pan other 

than weld in fittings for the turbo oil drains.  I welded 

them in above the oil level and inline with the center 

main cap, which keeps them away from the oil getting 

whipped around by the crank.  I did not use any type of 

windage tray or crank scraper in the engine.  Normally I 

do, but at low rpm they don’t help very much and I 

wanted some oil splashing around to help cool the 

pistons.  I did not modify the main weds for piston oilers 

because it is not necessary for this application.  There will 

be enough oil splashing around to keep the pistons cool. 

 I also like to weld a bung in the side of the oil 

pan that can be removed for easy access to the pump 

pressure relief spring.  Then If I decide to swap the cam 

or heads to increase the rpm range, I can add oil pressure 

without removing the pan.  It really depends on how easy 

it is to remove the pan and if I ever plan on needed more 

oil pressure.  For this project I may swap out cams, heads 

and induction for higher rpm without touching the 

bottom-end.  In that case I could change to a higher 

pressure relief valve spring quick and easy without 

pulling he pan. 
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